
Istanbul is keeping its secrets 
 

 

The byword that Istanbul is a link between east and west is a cliché close to an 

insult. „I don‟t like this everlasting symbolism of the bridge,‟ says Lora 

Sariaslan, curator at the Istanbul Modern. 

 

When the art museum Istanbul Modern opened its gates three years ago, many visitors 

gathered to watch a seven-minute long video entitled “Road to Tate Modern”. It 

showed two men in suits, riding a horse and a donkey respectively, through arid 

Anatolian landscape. The one on the horse was even carrying a lance, and it was not 

hard to figure out that the couple was supposed to be a Turkish version of Don 

Quijote and Sancho Panza. In the film they meet a man out taking a stroll, and they 

ask him for directions to Tate Modern. He points to a stony path up along the hillside, 

murmuring that it is bound to be „pretty far‟. 

 

Turkey is searching 

This wily little movie, directed by the Kurds Sener Özmen and Erkan Özgen, suggests 

that Turks of today are in search of a modernity that is possibly not even within their 

reach. It is priceless in form and tragic in content, but the concept earned an 

unexpected and happy ending, because even though the two riders apparently never 

reached their destination, the video itself was ultimately shown at the Tate Modern in 

London. 

 

„This museum has been much anticipated, and we had more than half a million 

visitors the first year,‟ says Lora Sariaslan, curator at the museum. 

 

Istanbul is a modern city, but just as many other cities this size have their contrasts, it 

could also simply be called an enormous village. More than anything else, it is 

characterized by the substantial influx from the countryside. 

 

Since 330 A.D., Istanbul has an almost unbroken history as an imperial capital, albeit 

under different names. Towards the First World War though, Turkey had become the 

„sick man of Europe‟, and the great reformer Kemal Atatürk moved the capital to 

Ankara in 1923. It was at this time (1927) that the first census took place, and the 

population of Istanbul was found to be 700 000. Today, unbelievably, the number is 

around 10 million, and the increase consists chiefly of people from the countryside in 

the east. 

 

A tired symbol 

„I don‟t like this everlasting symbolism of the bridge,‟ says Lora. „It makes it appear 

as if Istanbul is merely a stopover for people on their way into Europe and the 

Schengen area,‟ she continues. And in this she has a point, of course, because very 

few of the refugees and fortune seekers that arrive in Istanbul venture further on into 

Europe. 

 

The most obvious city walk in Istanbul starts at the busy Taksim Square, on the 

heights north of the Golden Horn estuary, and takes you along the main street Istiklal 

Caddesi to the Galata Tower. A steep slope leads from here down to the Galata 

Bridge, on the other side of which lies Sultanahmet, the oldest part of the city. Here, 



you will find the Hagia Sophia museum, the Blue Mosque and the Topkapi Palace, 

which many consider the jewel of old Constantinople. In the past, this walk would 

have led from a suburban area that housed mostly foreigners and non-Muslims to a 

centre that even today is a more closed, traditional bazaar area. 

 

The area around the main shopping street of Istiklal Caddesi is called Beyoglu. The 

slope from here and down towards the water is the city‟s most prominent 

entertainment district, comprising nightclubs as well as many embassies, churches and 

synagogues. Beyoglu enjoyed a European-induced golden era until the 1940s, and 

has, since the 1990s, had a corresponding yuppie era. , Between these two pinnacles, 

however, a recession led to many poor immigrants moving in. 

 

Music in time 

Tarlabasi, in particular, is an unsafe area at night. Here, groups of Greeks, Kurds, 

Gypsies and Africans have succeeded each other as newcomers, and this has resulted 

in somewhat bizarre phenomena, such as Gypsies using Turkish nationalism to 

distance themselves from today‟s immigrants. 

 

Both the beginning and the end of Fatih Akin‟s documentary “Crossing the Bridge: 

The Sound of Istanbul” (2005) take place in Beyoglu. This film is an expedition into 

the simmering music scene of Istanbul, in which the viewer is constantly at the heels 

of the old German art rocker Alexander Hacke. He doesn‟t always keep his cool as the 

film gradually moves back in time towards more traditional Turkish music, but this 

unfamiliarity is mixed with a growing curiosity. 

 

Many minorities are not allowed to practise their own cultures without fear of 

prosecution in Turkey, so it is a pleasure to see that the strongest track in the film is 

Kurdish: the young Aynur fills the dome of a Turkish bath – a hamam – with a 

traditional song. Towards the end of the film we meet two generations of Turkish 

divas, Sezen Aksu and her mentor, the 86 year old Müzeyyen Senar. Musically, Senar 

is an anachronism, overshadowed by a vibrant pop culture, but her performance in the 

foyer at the Büyük Londra Oteli (Grand Hotel de Londres) allows her to showcase all 

her sentimental splendour. She is accompanied by eight musicians with an average 

age of 75. 

 

The Orient Express 

Our own writer Thorvald Steen is a replete source of information about Istanbul, and 

he shares the fascination of bygone glory. He says Atatürk stayed in Istanbul as often 

as he could, either aboard his private yacht – which happens to be a copy of the 

Norwegian Royal Yacht – or at Pera Palas Oteli in Beyoglu, which with its more than 

hundred years of history is the oldest European hotel in the city. Pera Palas has 

housed western celebrities such as Agatha Christie, Graham Greene, Mata Hari and 

Wilhelm II, the peculiar German emperor. 

 

At the time it was common to arrive on the Orient Express from Paris at the Sirkeci 

station south of the Golden Horn, and cross the Galata Bridge on a horse-drawn 

carriage. This fabled train also sported the same logo as the Pera Palas Oteli. 

 

„It is indeed very good news that local businessmen have now started on the 

complicated task of renovating this hotel,‟ says Steen. 



 

There are actually many signs that the entire city is on the verge of experiencing 

another surge, a new “orientalism” in Edward Said‟s every meaning of the word. This 

is a philanthropic, aesthetic and rather shallow movement, a flirt with the Ottoman 

period that lasted from 1453 to 1922. 

 

A nostalgic writer 

The nostalgia pursues us into Orhan Pamuk‟s book entitled “Istanbul: Memoirs and 

the City” (2003). This time the otherwise so controversial writer is on an affectionate 

search for Istanbul‟s recent past, which embraces his own childhood. The reader gets 

to know an innocent middle-class boy who observes the poverty around him. Little 

Orhan seems vulnerable, but still quite happy, and with a clear bent towards the arts. 

But the social layer he describes - and which he himself is part of - disappears with 

his own childhood. 

 

The book is full of magnificent black and white photos that show what the city looked 

like then, when the Strait of Bosporus was dominated by wooden houses. These 

beautiful old villas, the so-called yalis, are close to synonymous with the old 

bourgeoisie, from which Pamuk comes. 

 

Most of the villas have since perished in earthquakes and fires, and the city, which 

now has a dozen times as many dwellers, is better characterized by another type of 

house, known as gecekondus. This literally means “over night”, and these shacks are 

also built under the moon, because apparently the police are not allowed to tear them 

down if they are inhabited by the morning. 

 

Since all vacant lots are potential building sites, several of these small houses are 

found in central areas, often wedged in between apartment buildings or on small 

squares. Apart from this, there are a lot of slums along both sides of the Strait all the 

way up to the Black Sea, and this is where the misery of Istanbul really becomes 

apparent. Some scholars claim that if these areas were included in the census, Istanbul 

would be the largest city in the world. 

 

The “deep society” 

The growing slums constitute no small challenge for Turkey‟s largest political party, 

the AKP. The EU-friendly AKP is officially secular, but is in effect the reincarnation 

of a light Islamic party that has twice been dissolved by other forces in the 

government. Turkey‟s constitution is of course strictly secular even if practically 

everyone is Muslim. Just how sensitive this question is was proven yet again before 

the presidential elections this May – a good Muslim might become prime minister, but 

not president. 

 

A lot has been written about the “deep society” in Turkey, a constellation that is 

supposedly more powerful than any elected cabinet. It consists of members from the 

military, the judiciary, unions of lawyers and elements of big business. Turkey is also 

dominated by a strong nationalism, and no EU-supporters are found among these flag-

wavers. Furthermore, Turkey has many Islamists that work for closer ties to the 

Muslim world. 

 



For a long time, the mayor in Istanbul, a post that the current prime minister, Recep 

Tayip Erdogan, also held for two periods, has been from the AKP. The party also 

enjoys a comfortable majority in Beyoglu, a fact that shows the magnitude and effect 

of the immigration into the cities, since the AKP‟s core voters are always the peasants 

and their poor offspring in the cities. 

 

In response to the question about whether Mr Erdogan was a good mayor for Istanbul, 

Thorvald Steen says that he rose to power with the simple slogan “bread and clean 

water”, and that he was less corrupt than his opponents. 

 

The oriental twist 

Even if recent times have given an indication that even some AKP leaders are 

enriching themselves through dubious transactions, the ruling party has evidently had 

some success with social and economic programs. And Mr Erdogan himself kept his 

head cold and refused to allow US planes to land in eastern Turkey during the 

invasion of Iraq; he wouldn‟t facilitate the bombing of his fellow Muslims,  so he 

disregarded Turkey‟s NATO obligations. 

 

Of all Istanbul‟s secrets, its oriental twist is the most impenetrable to an outsider. 

Catching a boat across to the Asian side and strolling on the Baghdad Avenue in 

Kadiköy, Anatolia seems a long way away, and neighbouring Iraq even further. Yet 

though the Orient is still visible everywhere, in architecture and clothes, it manifests 

itself most strongly in the spiritual dimension. Some areas on the Asian side, like 

Üskudar and Kadiköy, have been inhabited practically forever, but travel a little 

further away from the seaside, and brand new housing projects are extensive. One 

example it Atasehir, where apartment buildings of 20 or 30 stories are seemingly 

placed directly on top of land that recently served agricultural purposes. 

 

And thus Anatolia is pushed back, because one thing is supported by virtually 

everyone across Turkey‟s political landscape, and that is modernisation. This is also a 

part of Atatürk‟s legacy. 

 

 

 

 


